PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ILY Enterprise, Inc. announces it is now carrying EZ Dupe brand
products with a 3 year warranty
City of Industry, CA - March 18, 2013 - ILY Enterprise, Inc. announces it is now carrying
EZ Dupe brand products based on a mutual long term relationship and providing customers
with a 3 year warranty on EZ Dupe products. All Spartan series duplicator systems will continue
to maintain a one-year warranty. The EZ Dupe duplicator product lines include CD/DVD/Bluray/USB/SD/CF/HDD duplicators for multiple market segments. EZ Dupe duplicators are
highly efficient duplicators that allow you to quickly copy photos, HD video and countless
electronic files in minutes. These units are built and engineered to meet and exceed
today’s ever changing duplicator demands.
“The EZ Dupe product lines expand our presence in the duplicator market, and enhances
our capabilities to offer our customers more options to meet the growing demands of
today’s duplicator market,” said William Lee, Product Manager at ILY Enterprise, Inc.
One of the many exciting EZ Dupe product lines is the FlashMAX flash memory
duplicators now with a new look and recent expansion to include three new products – the
second generation FlashMAX USB duplicator, the FlashMAX SD duplicator and the
FlashMAX CF duplicator. These flash duplicators easily and reliably create multiple
copies of your USB, SD (MiniSD/MicroSD with adapter), and CF flash media without a
computer or software. Each channel has dedicated copy throughput of 2GB per min.
Features:
• Asynchronous copy mode allows each channel to function independently and
copies directly from built-in memory so there is no need to interrupt a copy cycle
as each channel will load, unload and copy independently.
• Source Analysis feature identifies the content on the master and intelligently copies
only the data to speed up the copy cycle.
• Test function checks the USB and CF/SD flash media quality and read/write speed.
• Fast, reliable, convenient and cost-effective to operate, FlashMAX duplicators offer
an easy and efficient platform to make multiple copies of your data.
“FlashMAX duplicators are the first duplicators on the market that implement asynchronous
copy without data and memory size limitation. With our exclusive and unique SOTA Version 2
Technology, real time copy and compare function can achieve a higher efficiency level,” says
William Lee, Product Manager at ILY Enterprise, Inc. “Thanks to its revolutionary compact
ergonomic design, our customers can now easily insert and remove flash media, and get more
done in less time.”
For more information, please visit our website at: http://www.ily.com
About ILY Enterprise, Inc.
ILY Enterprise, Inc. has been a pioneer in developing and manufacturing CD/DVD/USB/Flash
Memory duplication systems and portable duplication technologies since 1995.

ILY Enterprise, Inc. provides a three-year limited warranty on EZ Dupe brand duplicator systems
and a one-year warranty on all Spartan brand duplicator systems. All duplicators are proudly
assembled and tested in City of Industry, California.
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